That Stern Look
Live at the 55 Bar (2008) - Main Groove & Chorus

Music by: Janek Gwizdala

Bass Guitar
Swung J = 180

Main Groove

G7

Ebmaj7    F6    Gmin    F/A

Chorus

bpmaj7    Ab6    Cmin    Eb6

A7alt    Cdim  Bmin  C/E  F  Gmin

1st time: Whole Note (G, bottom)
2nd time: Top, 1 string per note, let chord ring.

Eb7alt    Cdim  Bmin  C/E  F  Gmin

Dsus

1st time: Whole Note (G, bottom)
2nd time: Top, 1 string per note, let chord ring.